Checking for Problems

A few minutes after submitting your paper, you can check it for any potential problems with using material from other sources without attribution. If you find problems, you can make corrections and resubmit your paper. You may do this as often as you want until the paper’s due date.

To check for problems:

1. Login to your TurnItIn account and click on the course title.
2. Your **Assignment Inbox & Portfolio** appears.
3. Click **Show details**.
4. The expanded Inbox appears.

   **Note:** You will see a percentage indicated the Originality Report has been completed. Under **GradeMark** you will see your instructor has not yet graded your paper.

5. Click the title of your paper.
7. At this point, the only thing you can do is see the Originality Report. To do so, click Originality.

8. The document appears with areas that have been found in other sources highlighted.

9. The Match Overview lists matches in order of size. You should check these matches to see if you have inadvertently used another source without providing adequate citation. To check a match, click it in the Match Overview pane.

10. The Document Viewer shows you the matched text in your paper.
11. Check each match and note where you need to make changes either by restating the material or providing a citation.

12. Make any needed changes in your paper and see the following section **Resubmitting Your Paper**.